Introduction
Cartesian-mesh methods [I] are perhaps the most promising approach for addressing the issues of flow solution automation for aerodynamic design problems. In these methods, the discretization of the wetted surface is decoupled from that of the volume mesh. This not only enables fast &id robust mesh generation for geometry of arbitrary cQing&eziQ:> but &o facili@$es _accezs to geoae&rj modelinp m d manipulation us in^ parametric Computer-Aided Design (CAD) tools. Our goal is to combine the automation capabilities of Cartesian methods with an eficient computation of' design sensitivities. five address this issue using the adjoint method, where the computational cost of the design sensitivities, or objective function gradients, is esseutially indepeudent of the iiunber of desi@ variables. In previous work [2, 31, we presented m accurate and efficient algorithm for the solution pf the adjoint Euler equations discretized on Cartesian meshes with embedded, cut-cell boundaries. Novel aspects of the dgoritlm included the computation of surface &ape sensitivities for triangulations based on puametric-CAD models and the linearization of the coupling between the surface triangulation and the cut-cells.
The objective of the present work is to extend our adjoint formulation to problems involving general shape changes. Central to this development is the computation of volume-mesh sensitivities to obtain a reliable turbation schemes comdue to non-smooth approximation to the ex method €or addressing the issues o the nwnn-ical method and results;
Problem Formulation
The spatial discretization of the thee-dimensional Euler equations uses a second-order accurate fkite volume method with weak imposition of boundary conditions, resulting in a discrete system of equations WQ,M) = 0 
where T denotes a surface triangulation of the CAD model. Hence, the gradient of a discrete objective function J ( X , M , Q) is given by where the vector .Ict represezlts adjoint variables given by the adjoint equation, for details see [3] . The focus of this work is on the emluation of the partial derivative terms A and B in Eq. 2, which represent the difffrentiation of the objective function and residual equations with respect to design variables that alter the surface shape.
Results
This example targets the optimization of a heat-shield shape for a reentry capsule. The objective of the optimization is to enhance the lift,-to-drag ratio (LID) of the capsule, thereby improving its trajectory control for landing-site selection, and reducing the reentry load factor and heat rates. 1% consider a bo-point optimization problem where the design Mach numbers are 10 and 25. High-temperature effects are approximated by the use of an "effective" ratio of specific heats, y, at each design point. TVe use y = 1.231 and y = 1.125, respectively. The target vdue of LID at each design point. is set to 0.4. This value is based on the aerodynamic characteristics of the symmetric Apollo capsule, which attained an L I D of 0.3 using a c-g. offset. We use a similau.g--0ffsetin.the present, skxdy., The params_tic-CAD model o f the .c3B-$ule is-s l~o p~~o g &e le& side of Fig. 1 . The heat-shield shape is controlled by a B-spIine parameterization of its cent,er-line. The design variables are associat.ed with three B-spline control points near the shoulder of the capsule. The pitch stability of the capsule, is., trim and negative C, , slope, is ensured by introducing penalty terms in the objective function. The angle of incidence at. each design point is used to enforce the pitching-moment constraints, resulting in a total of five design variables. In this abst.ract, t.he gradients are comput2ed using finite differences. The results are summarized by the two sets of images on the right side of Fig. 1 , which shows pressure contours of the baseline and optimal designs at the two operating conditions. The LID is increased from 0.37 to 0.4 in 15 design itrerations and the gradient is reduced by roughly 2.5 orders of magnitude.
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I Introduction
Complex geometry remains a challenging issue facing the application of adjoint and flow-sensitivity methods in practical engineering design. Among the most promising approaches for complex-geometry problems is the embedded boundary Cartesian-mesh method [l] . In this approach, the discretization of the surface geometry is decoupled from that of the volume mesh, which enables rapid and robust mesh generation, and ultimately, an automatic analysis of aerodynamic performance. The purpose of this work is to extend the automation and efficiency of Cartesian methods to the computation of aerodynamic sensitivities for shape optimization problems. The most common way to account for the effect of boundary shape perturbations in the adjoint and flow-sensitivity formulations is via domain mapping approaches. This involves the use of mesh-perturbation schemes in conjunction with body-fitied structured or unstructured meshes. For local shape deformations, the extent of the mesh perturbations can be limited to just the boundary cells [2, 3, 4. The approach we propose here for non-body-fitted Cartesian meshes is similar, but the boundary faces of the volume mesh maintain their Cartesian orientation as the surface evolves. This approach permits the computation of mesh sensitivities via a direct linearization of the boundary-cell geometric constructors of the mesh generator.
Discrete Adjoints and Flow Sensitivities
Our goal is to minimize a scalar objective function 3, sach as drag, by adjusting a design variable X using gradient-based optimization. To compute the gradient, dJ/dX, we use a discrete formulation. Hence, a variation in X influences the computational mesh M and the flow solution Q, which satisfies the three-dimensional Euler equations of a perfect gas. The spatial discretization of the flow equations uses a cell-centered, second-order accurate finite volume method with a weak imposition of boundary conditions, resulting in a system of equations [5] . We focus on the evaluation of the terms A and B in Eqs. 2 and 3, which are discussed in the next section.
Shape Sensitivities
The flow equations are discretized on a multilevel Cartesian mesh. The mesh consists of regular Cartesian hexahedra everywhere, except for a layer of bodyintersecting cells, or cut-ceEZs, adjacent to the boundaries. An infinitesimal perturbation of the boundary shape affects only the cut-cells. The sensitivity of the residual equations, Eq. 1, to a variation in the surface shape requires the linearization of the Cartesian face areas and centroids, the wall normals and areas, and the volume centroids of the cut-cells. The crux of these computations is the linearization of the geometric constructors that define the intersection points between the surface triangulation and the Cartesian hexahedra.
We explain the salient steps of the linearization using the example shown in Fig. 1 , where a Cartesian hexahedron is split into two cut-cells by the surface triangulation. We require the linearization of the intersection points that lie on Cartesian edges, e.g., point A, and also those that lie on triangle edges, e.g., point B. Focusing on point B , its location along the trimgle edge VoVl is given by where s denotes the distance fraction of the face location relative to the vertices VO and VI. The linearization of this geometric construdor is given by B = vo + S(V1 -K)) (5) aB avo 6 
Supersonic Vortex Problem
We investigate the error convergence rate of a representative objective function and its gradient on a model problem with a known analytic solution 161. The problem involves isentropic flow between concentric circular arcs at supersonic conditions, as shown in Fig. 2 . The objective function is the integral of pressure along the outer arc, which is similar to the lift and drag objectives used in aerodynamic design. We compute the gradient and the sensitivities of the flow solution, €3q-3, with respect to the inlet Mach number, Mi. The problem is solved on a sequence of five nested Cartesian meshes.
shows the error convergence rates in the L1 norm of Fig. 2 -problem setup density and its sensitivity to variations in Mi. The = 2-25, ri = 1 and error convergence rate of the objective function and its gradient is shown in Fig. 3(b) . The asymptotic -.
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Conclusions
We have presented an approach for the computation of aerodynamic shape sensitivities using a discrete formulation on Cartesian meshes with cut-cells at the wall boundaries. The verification studies show that the convergence rate of gradients is second-order for design variables that do not alter the boundary shape, and is reduced to first-order for shape design variables. This is a consequence of confining the mesh sensitivities to the cut-cells. The design example demonstrates the effectiveness of the new approach for engineering design studies that require a fast turn-around and include CAD-based geometry, complex flow, and many design variables. 
